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Introduction
When your cock gets the sniffles, these are the hot doctors and nurses that you want to see as an
in-patient! Let them check your pulse, go over your charts and don't forget to take their temperature with
your meat-thermometer when you visit their office during your Doctor Adventures!

Adult Review
As the net fills up with more and more websites it gets harder and harder for quality smut makers to think up exciting and
new ideas that have not already been done before. Doctor Adventures is a huge hit in that regard.
  
  With 83 high quality clips available in all different formats including Apple-ready Ipod versions, Doctor Adventures offers
your dick a whole new set of things to fantasize about.
  
  You walk into the waiting room and the sexy nurse, or super-hot receptionist or gorgeous doctor in a white lab coat catch
your attention. Suddenly you don't feel fully healthy but your dick sure does! You might be sitting there with a busted leg but
your cock is screaming GET UP and ask her to fuck me!
  
  Fortunately at Doctor Adventures, the starlets are ready, willing and able to do all the work. They can roll you over on your
back... help you up out of your chair or just pull down their own panties and fuck you right there!
  
  Keep an eye on your blood-pressure and your pulse because you don't want to overheat before it's time to shower them with
enough genetic material to turn their office into a research lab or fertility clinic!
  
  With 100s of high-res pictures and lots of bonus feeds, along with all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review
- Doctor Adventures is one set of physiological experiments you will definitely want to sign-up for!
  
  If you go for the 2 day limited trial your co-pay is just $2.95 but to get full access you need to go for the full monthly $24.95
package. Unfortunately most insurance carriers won't cover these fees but the site is well worth it when you bring the whole
network of included content into your thinking.

Porn Summary
Go ahead and take her temperature. She may be the Doctor but its your Doctor Adventures that keep her employed at this
clinic. Today may be a good day to switch roles so you can take her temperature instead... rectally!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'You'll be smiling every time you go to the Doctor after joining this site!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 89
Support: 88 Unique: 94    Taste: 90        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Brazzers Pass (94) ,Big Tits At School (91) ,Racks And Blacks (90) ,Big Wet Butts (89) ,Hot Chicks Big Asses (86) ,Sex Pro
Adventures (86) ,MILFs Like It Big (85) ,Butts And Blacks (84) ,BustyZ (Preview) ,Asses In Public (Preview) ,Mommy Got
Boobs (Preview) ,Big Tits At Work (Preview) ,Busty And Real (Preview) ,Jizz On My Jugs (Preview) ,Jug Fuckers (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Bondage, Exclusive, Fetish, Hardcore, PornStars, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 2 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 83
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